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1. Morphology and functional organization of liver tissue 

 

The liver is the largest gland of the body accounting for approximately 2% of an adult's 

body weight. A peculiar characteristic of this organ is its double vascularization. In 

addition to the hepatic artery, it is also supplied by the portal vein. This peculiarity 

makes the liver an organ of first passage receiving blood from the splanchnic 

circulation, which is rich not only in nutrients but also in toxic substances and 

microbiological agents present in the gastrointestinal tract [1]. The liver is a mixed 

gland, with both endocrine and exocrine functions: endocrine functions include the 

secretion of numerous hormones participating in the metabolism of lipids, proteins, 

and carbohydrates, in iron homeostasis and body development. Furthermore, this 

organ secretes the vast majority of serum proteins, in fact the major exocrine function 

is bile secretion [2] [3].  

From a histological point of view, the basic architectural and functional unit of the liver 

is the lobule. Liver lobules are roughly hexagonal with each of six corners demarcated 

by the presence of a portal triad of vessels consisting of a portal vein, bile duct, and 

hepatic artery. Microscopic analysis of the liver lobule allows us to easily identify the 

parenchymal component, the hepatocytes, which appear as large polyhedral cells, 

often multinucleated. Specific histological stains facilitate the recognition of different 

non-parenchymal cell types, which we can be divided into resident cells, such as 

Kupffer, stellate and sinusoidal epithelial cells, and cells of blood origin, such as NK, 

B, and T lymphocytes.[4].  

 

2. Hepatic disease: non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) 

Since the liver has a crucial role in normal physiological processes, liver diseases 

such as fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), result in systemic 

homeostasis disruption and lead to high rates of morbidity and mortality. Globally, liver 

disease accounts for 2 million deaths annually and is responsible for 4% of all deaths 

(1 out of every 25 deaths worldwide), which are largely attributable to complications 

of cirrhosis and HCC [5]. In particular, cirrhosis currently causes 1.16 million deaths, 

and liver cancer accounts for 788,000 deaths worldwide, making them the 11th and 

16th most common causes of death, respectively, each year.  

The most common causes of chronic liver disease are related to viral hepatitis and 

non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD [6].  
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NAFLD term can be referred to a broad spectrum of histological liver changes 

spanning from the more benign condition of non-alcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) to the 

more severe condition namely non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH): in particular, 

NAFL consists of hepatic steatosis without inflammatory manifestation, whereas 

NASH is a form of hepatic steatosis associated with lobular inflammation, hepatocyte 

injury (leading to the so-called “ballooning” phenotype and necrosis) and apoptosis 

that can ultimately lead to fibrosis and cirrhosis [7, 8]. End-stage of this disease 

process is represented by the development of HCC (Figure 1) however, the majority 

of NAFLD patients do not progress to the neoplastic form but a portion of NAFLD 

patients develop NASH, which is associated with liver failure and HCC [9]. NAFLD is 

strongly associated with many of the features that characterize metabolic syndrome 

(MS), such as systemic hypertension, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance (IR), and type 

II diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [10].  

 

 

Figure 1. Progression stages of NAFLD until the HCC [11]. 
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2.1 Epidemiology, prevalence, and sex difference 

 

NAFLD affects a quarter of the global adult population with a global prevalence 

estimate of around 32.4% [12]. However, there are remarkable geographical and 

ethnic differences in the NAFLD prevalence rates [13]; indeed, the prevalence of 

NAFLD is highest in the Middle East, South America [14], and Western European 

countries [15] (Figure 2). In a recent analysis, it was estimated that there are 64 million 

people in the United States and 52 million people in 4 European countries (Germany, 

France, Italy, and the United Kingdom) potentially affected by NAFLD [16]. A large 

part of the worldwide increase in NAFLD is driven by overweight and obesity, a global 

issue whose incidence has doubled in the last decade [17].  

 

Figure 2. Global heat map of changing NAFLD prevalence [13]. 

 

An important aspect regarding NAFLD incidence emerged from longitudinal studies 

that suggest a higher incidence in the male sex as compared to the female [18, 19]. 

Men commonly display an increased prevalence of NAFLD during adulthood from 

young to middle-aged, which starts declining after the age of 55 years [20, 21]. In 

women of fertile age, the prevalence of NAFLD is lower than in men owing to the 

putative protective effect of estrogens which, indeed, wanes after menopause. 

Accordingly, the prevalence of NAFLD in women rises after the age of 50 years, peaks 

at the age between 60 and 69 years, and declines after 70 years [20-22]. As a result 

of this, post-menopausal women compared to men of the same age have a similar 

[23] or even higher prevalence of NAFLD. In agreement with these findings, an Italian 

multicentric study on 5408 healthy women who had hysterectomies, randomly 

assigned to receive tamoxifen, an estrogen inhibitor, or placebo for 5 years, showed 

that tamoxifen was associated with a higher risk of development of NAFLD/NASH 
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especially in overweight/obese women [24], thus suggesting estrogens as a protective 

factor for the development of NAFLD. 

Finally, in accordance with the dramatic increase in the global incidence of metabolic 

risk factors and the aging population, it is expected that the burden of advanced 

NAFLD manifestations will more than double in the next decade. Notably, metabolic 

risk factors in children and teenagers constitute one of the biggest threats to global 

health in the coming decades [25]. 

 

2.2 Pathogenesis and molecular mechanism 

Since NAFLD is a heterogeneous pathology, the underlying mechanism for the 

development and progression of disease is complex and multifactorial. Over the 

years, the first pathological hypothesis formulated consists in the synergic action of 

“two hits”: in particular, hepatic fat accumulation secondary to hyper-caloric diets, a 

sedentary lifestyle, and obesity, acts as the “first hit”, sensitizing the liver to further 

insults acting as a “second hit”, which can activate inflammatory cascades and 

fibrogenesis [26]. Although this hypothesis is supported by mouse models of obesity 

where, following the “second hits”, inflammation and fibrogenesis are observed [27], 

this is a simplified view for a complex disease such as NAFLD. Consequently, a 

“multiple-hit hypothesis” has substituted the outdated “two-hit hypothesis” for the 

progression of NAFLD. In addition to lipid accumulation and inflammation, other 

factors involved in NAFLD development are IR and changes in the intestinal 

microbiome. IR results in increased hepatic de novo lipogenesis and impaired 

inhibition of adipose tissue lipolysis, with consequent increased net flux of fatty acids 

to the liver [28]. IR also promotes adipose tissue dysfunction with consequent altered 

production and secretion of adipokines and inflammatory cytokines [29]. Moreover, 

consequently, due to excessive hepatic lipid accumulation, mitochondrial dysfunction 

with the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and endoplasmic reticulum 

stress can occur and lead to reversible or irreversible cell damage [30]. Another tissue 

that may contribute to “multiple-hit hypothesis” is the bowel. Indeed, when bowel 

permeability is increased, a phenomenon that may be linked also to altered 

microbiota, the absorption of fatty acids can be enhanced in parallel leading to an 

increase in circulating levels of inflammatory molecules [31]. 

Overall, these hepatic insults can lead to hepatocyte death or activation of hepatic 

stellate cells with deposition of the fibrous matrix, to develop fibrosis, and lastly 

cirrhosis and HCC. Although the dogma states that steatosis always precedes 

inflammation, it is now recognized that NASH can be the initial liver lesion: the timing 

and combination of genetic, external, and intracellular events rather than the simple 
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sum of hepatic insults result in different pathways that lead to NAFL or NASH, 

respectively [32].  

 

2.2.1 Fat accumulation  

The fundamental defect in the first steps to the development of NAFLD disease is 

impairment in insulin sensitivity, which has a potent action to suppress adipose tissue 

lipolysis resulting in large changes in plasma fatty acid concentration [33]. Free fatty 

acids are bound by albumin and delivered to the liver where, through fatty acid 

transport proteins, such as the cluster of differentiation 36 (CD36), can enter into the 

hepatocytes [34]. In addition to the amount of free fatty acid derived from lipolysis of 

the adipocytes that accounts for approximately 60%, lipids can be derived from de 

novo lipogenesis using glucose or fructose [35]. Hepatic lipogenesis can be increased 

by activation of transcription factors such as sterol regulatory element-binding protein-

1 (SREBP-1), carbohydrate response element-binding protein (ChREBP), and 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-γ [36]. Moreover, diet also 

contribute to the hepatic free fatty acid pool. In fact, obesity is the main risk factor for 

NAFLD, and studies in obese subjects indicated that increased consumption of 

carbohydrates and saturated fats contribute to lipid accumulation in NAFLD [37].  

The predominant fate of free fatty acid in the liver is to either undergo mitochondrial 

β-oxidation or be esterified in the endoplasmic reticulum to form triglycerides: in 

particular, under insulin resistance states, β-oxidation of free fatty acid is inhibited, 

thus promoting hepatic lipids accumulation [38]. In particular, triglycerides 

accumulated into lipid droplets (LDs), dynamic and metabolically active organelles 

that consist of a hydrophobic core of neutral lipids (cholesterol esters and 

triglycerides) enveloped by a phospholipid monolayer. The hydrolysis of LDs 

produces lipid metabolites that affect cell homeostasis, inducing organelle 

dysfunction, cell injury, cell malfunction, and death [39]. In fact, aberrant lipolysis of 

these LDs is involved in NASH progression (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Overview of the main pathways contributing to triglyceride accumulation in NAFLD 

[40]. 

 

2.2.2 Oxidative stress 

Oxidative stress occurs when the balance between oxidant and antioxidant 

mechanisms is disrupted, leading to the accumulation of highly reactive molecules or 

free radicals namely ROS, which include oxygen-derived molecules with one or more 

unpaired electrons or as non-radical species. The major physiologically relevant ROS 

are superoxide anions (O2
-), hydroxyl radicals (-OH), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

that could be produced in differential cellular compartments. Under homeostatic 

conditions, ROS production is buffered by antioxidant systems that reduce ROS-

induced oxidative damage; instead, the increase in ROS levels has harmful effects on 

several cellular macromolecules (DNA, lipids, proteins, etc.) thus leading to the 

accumulation of damaged cellular components [41]. Therefore, the alteration of the 

cellular redox balance is a risk factor for the development of various pathologies. 

The main role of mitochondria is to generate ATP via oxidative phosphorylation 

system (OXPHOS), through five protein complexes and two electron transporters 

embedded into the inner mitochondrial membrane [42]. Indeed, ATP production is 

achieved by coupling electron transfer to proton translocation across the inner 

mitochondrial membrane, resulting in the formation of an electrochemical gradient, 

which generates a driving force that drives ATP synthesis by the fifth complex, namely 

ATP synthase. During cellular respiration, electrons are transferred from the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) products, NADH and FADH2, via complexes I and II, 

respectively, to the ubiquinone. They then pass through complex III and cytochrome 

C, ending in complex IV, which reduces O2 to H2O [43]. During this process, electrons 
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can escape transfer between the OXPHOS complexes and partially reduce O2 to O2
-

, which is the main ROS produced at the mitochondrial level. Under physiological 

conditions, however, ROS scavenging mechanisms rapidly convert O2
- into H2O2, 

which is then transported out of the mitochondria. In contrast, under pathological 

conditions, excessive ROS production or inefficient scavenging mechanisms cause 

an excessive increase in ROS levels, favoring oxidative stress [44] [45]. 

During NAFLD progression, due to a high fatty acid intake or a condition of IR, 

increased mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation and TCA activity provide reducing 

equivalents to OXPHOS [46]. The uncoupling between β-oxidation, TCA cycle, and 

OXPHOS results in inefficient lipid metabolism and ROS overproduction in the 

mitochondria during NAFLD progression [47]. The increase of oxidative stress can 

also lead to lipid peroxidation, and the production of reactive metabolites such as 

malondialdehyde and 4-hydroxynonenal [48, 49]. In addition, the end-products of lipid 

peroxidation are known pro-inflammatory mediators that can activate stellate cells and 

lead to collagen production and ultimately to liver fibrosis [50]. 

 

2.2.3 Inflammation and fibrosis 

Inflammation is considered the key mechanism of NAFLD progression and can be 

triggered by extrahepatic (e.g., adipose tissue) and intrahepatic (e.g., lipotoxicity, 

oxidative stress, and cell death) factors [51]. Adipose tissue dysfunction can lead to 

the production of cytokines by liver macrophages in visceral adipose tissue, including 

tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and IL-6 causing liver damage 

and promoting impaired insulin signaling. Moreover, increased free fatty acid uptake 

by hepatocytes can induce lipotoxicity and subsequent cell death, which accentuate 

liver inflammation [52, 53].  

Kupffer cells, specific liver macrophages, contribute to the inflammation through both 

cytokines production and by increasing the activation of inflammasome components, 

namely nod-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) [54]. The NLRP3 inflammasome can be 

activated by multiple ligands for example stress signaling molecules namely damage-

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), released following hepatocyte injury induced 

by lipid excess [55]. Kupffer cells detect DAMPs, triggering their activation and the 

release of proinflammatory mediators and thus could be involved in NASH 

development [56]. Finally, also oxidative stress and translocated bacterial products 

can activate Kupffer cells via toll-like receptors (TLRs), particularly TLR4, resulting in 

increased TNFα and IL-1β production, a mechanism shown to participate in NASH in 

animal models [57]. 
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Lipid accumulation, oxidative stress production, and inflammation define the 

characteristic overview of NASH, which can progress to fibrosis following liver 

damage. An overactive inflammatory response can result in liver dysfunction and lead 

to the deposition of fibrotic tissue in parallel to cell death. Liver fibrosis consists of the 

altered formation of extracellular matrix (ECM) which leads to an excessive deposit of 

extracellular proteins, including several distinct types of fibrillar and non-fibrillar 

collagens, produced and released by hepatic stellate cells [58, 59].  

 

2.3 Risk factors and clinical features 

According to the “multiple hits hypothesis”, NAFLD has a multifactorial pathogenesis 

and consequently the risk factors that play a role in the development of the disease 

are numerous. Genetic factors especially in the form of single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) for specific genes, could play a major role. The most important 

SNP is I148M variant of Patatin-Like Phospholipase Domain Containing 3 (PNPLA3) 

gene, located on the long arm of chromosome 22, which consists in the substitution 

of guanine in place of a cytosine (rs738409), which results in isoleucine to methionine 

conversion [60, 61]. PNPLA3 gene is responsible for the production of an intracellular 

lipase named adiponutrin, an enzyme implicated in the hydrolysis of triglycerides 

inside the adipocytes [62]. The mechanism by which the I148M variant induces the 

development of steatosis in humans seems related to the deposition of the mutated 

protein that is associated with decreased secretion of very low-density lipoproteins 

(VLDL) from the liver and subsequent intracellular lipid accumulation in the 

hepatocytes [63].  

Another relevant SNPs is the substitution of a cytosine by a thymine (rs58542926) in 

the transmembrane 6 superfamily member 2 (TM6SF2) gene, resulting in a 

conversion of lysine to glutamate at residue 167 (E167K), with a decrease of 

approximately 50% of the protein functionality. Consequently, TM6SF2 polymorphism 

determines lower plasma levels of VLDL with subsequent lipid accumulation in 

hepatocytes [64, 65]. Finally, polymorphism in the O-acyltransferase domain 

containing 7 (MBOAT7) gene is associated with a reduced function of the encoded 

protein, namely lysophosphatidylinositol acyltransferase 1 (LPIAT1). A reduction of 

LPIAT1 expression correlates with increased triglyceride synthesis and accumulation 

in hepatocytes [66].  

In addition to genetic factors, clinical features have an important role in NAFLD 

development. In fact, since obesity and T2DM are conditions associated with IR, 

overweight and diabetic persons have elevated risk of developing NAFLD [67]. 

Therefore, the prevalence of NAFLD is higher in individuals with metabolic syndrome 
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and, moreover, the presence of multiple traits of metabolic syndrome is associated 

with a higher likelihood of more severe liver diseases [68]. Moreover, in non-diabetic 

subjects, NAFLD prevalence is higher in the presence of cardiovascular disease 

(CVD), supporting the hypothesis that there is a relationship between NAFLD and 

CVD, independently of other comorbidities [69]. 

Finally, environmental factors such as dietary habits and physical activity play an 

important role in the pathogenesis of NAFLD. Studies focusing on the nutritional 

behavior of NAFLD patients showed an increased consumption of foods 

characterized by a low nutritional content and high sodium and animal fats 

consumption. In addition to these dietary habits, it has been documented that 

individuals with NAFLD are less physically active and more sedentary than healthy 

individuals [70]. 

 

3. Treatment approaches against NAFLD 

Despite the high prevalence of NAFLD and its increasing impact on global health, 

there are currently no approved treatments for NAFLD, although the understanding of 

the epidemiology and pathophysiology of the disease and the identification of 

therapeutic targets are a common goal for the research community [71]. Therefore, 

similar to the recommended treatment for MS, lifestyle modifications including weight 

loss, increased physical activity, and dietary changes are considered as a first-line 

intervention for the treatment of NAFLD [72]. Alternatively, weight loss through 

bariatric surgery, even with rapid weight reduction after surgery, is largely focused on 

subsets of patients with severe obesity and progressive NAFLD [73].  

Although lifestyle interventions have been shown to improve NAFLD, those 

approaches are unlikely to be curative; therefore, since NAFLD is a multifactorial 

disease related to MS, the optimal therapeutical strategy consists of a 

multidisciplinary approach aiming at targeting features related to the pathological 

processes that drive disease progression (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. Therapeutic algorithm for NAFLD treatment [74]. 
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3.1 Diet and lifestyle 

Most patients with NAFLD consume high-calorie foods with elevated content of 

saturated fat and cholesterol and less polyunsaturated fatty acids than healthy 

persons. Therefore, as recommended by both the European Association for the Study 

of Liver (EASL) and the American Association for the Study of Liver Disease (AASLD) 

guidelines, diet and lifestyle changes represent an important part of the management 

of NAFLD [75]. In fact, the standard guidelines for dietary changes recommend 

reducing the intake of saturated fat to <7% of total calories and maintaining dietary 

cholesterol intake at <200 mg/day and total fat at 25% to 35% of total calories [76]. A 

widely used nutritional model for patients with NAFLD is the Mediterranean diet, which 

is beneficial in the prevention and management of multiple metabolic conditions, 

including CVD and diabetes [77]. Mediterranean diet, characterized by a high intake 

of olive oil, unrefined cereals, fruit, pulses, vegetables, fish and a low intake of red 

meat, sweets and alcohol, leads to a reduction in hepatic steatosis with an increase 

in insulin sensitivity, compared with a low-fat-high-carbohydrate diet, in NAFLD 

patients [78]. 

Further beneficial improvements in NAFLD patients have been observed by 

combining a healthy diet with frequent physical activity: current guidelines recommend 

around 150 minutes/week of moderate exercise [79]. In fact, there are several 

publications regarding the benefits of exercise in NAFLD patients: regular aerobic 

physical activity led to a reduction of incidence risk of 35% for diabetes and 49% for 

CVD [80] and an improvement in both liver tissue inflammation and fibrosis [81].  

Therefore, following a proper diet combined with moderate physical activity may 

represent a valuable strategy for reducing the development and progression of 

NAFLD. 

 

3.2 Targeting de novo lipogenesis and hepatic lipid metabolism 

Since lipid accumulation is considered an essential step in the progression of the 

disease, targeting the abnormal lipid metabolic mechanisms to prevent liver fat 

accumulation appears to be a promising therapeutic approach [82].  

The transcription factors belonging to the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily, 

called PPARs, which are considered key regulators of fatty acid metabolism in liver 

and adipose tissue are among the main candidates to be targeted [83]. There are 

three different subtypes of PPARs, designated as α, β/δ, and γ, which exert pleiotropic 

functions in different tissues mainly related to metabolism and immunity. Given the 

link between the different forms of PPAR, lipid metabolism, and liver disease, these 

molecular players are considered potential therapeutic targets in NAFLD [84, 85]. 
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Among the most important drugs used is Pioglitazone, a PPARγ agonist that 

increases the plasma levels of adiponectin, a cytokine produced by adipocytes (also 

called adipokine) that induces fatty acids β-oxidation in liver and muscles [71, 86]. In 

this way, Pioglitazone leads to a reduction in hepatic triglyceride content homeostasis 

and insulin sensitivity [87]. The therapeutic effect of Pioglitazone is currently tested in 

a phase 4 clinical study (NCT00994682) and AASLD and EASL guidelines 

recommend the use of Pioglitazone in patients with NASH [75, 79]. Another drug is 

Saroglitazar, a PPARα agonist able to induce β-oxidation improving liver fat content, 

and insulin resistance in patients with NAFLD [88]. Similarly to PPARs, farnesoid X 

receptor (FXR) is a crucial molecular actor in the expression of hepatic genes involved 

in bile acid metabolism, but also in lipid synthesis and transport. FXR activation can 

affect hepatocyte lipid balance, inactivating de novo lipogenesis mediated by SREBP-

1c but also inhibiting CD36 and lipogenesis enzymes [89]. Due to the FXR activation 

effect on lipid metabolism, FXR agonists could represent a therapeutic option for 

NAFLD. In fact, Ma et al. showed that a knockout mouse model for Fxr gene (Fxr-/- 

mice) spontaneously developed hepatic steatosis with elevated levels of free fatty 

acids and IR. Interestingly, when treated with an FXR agonist, Fxr-/- mice were able to 

restore normal triglyceride levels within the liver [90, 91]. FXR agonists are divided 

into steroidal and non-steroidal: obeticholic acid is a selective steroidal agonist 

currently in a phase 2, randomized, placebo-controlled study (NCT02633956). 

Treatment with obeticholic acid improved hepatic steatosis and fibrosis in NAFLD 

patients [92]. In addition, several other FXR agonists are currently under phase 2/3 

trials, including cilofexor and tropifexor. In NASH bearing animal models and NASH 

bearing patients, tropifexor reduced lipid content and fibrosis inflammatory markers 

[93]. Among the new FXR agonists, EDP-305 and vonafexor have already been 

employed in clinical trials with favorable results, mainly displaying a reduction in liver 

fat content [94, 95]. 

Fat exacerbation can lead to an accumulation and production of lipotoxic metabolites, 

thereby damaging the hepatocytes. Therefore, to avoid this, a possible therapeutic 

strategy is to target de novo liver lipogenesis, which may be upregulated by 20-30% 

in patients with NAFLD compared to healthy controls [96]. Fatty acid synthase (FASN) 

is the rate-controlling enzyme that uses malonyl-CoA to produce palmitic acid in the 

de novo lipogenesis pathway. FASN expression is significantly higher in patients with 

NAFLD and treatment with TVB-2640, a FASN inhibitor tested in a phase 2 clinical 

trial (NCT03938246), showed promising results in patients with NASH with respect to 

normal subjects [97].  
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Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) enzyme, which converts acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA, 

represents an additional target related to de novo lipogenesis [98]. A preclinical study 

demonstrated that GS-0976 drug (Firsocostat), an ACC inhibitor currently being 

evaluated in a phase IIb (NCT03449446), decreased hepatic steatosis and fibrosis-

related markers in a rat choline-deficient, high-fat-diet (HFD) NAFLD model [99].  

Moreover, administration of GS-0976 for 12 weeks suppressed hepatic lipid synthesis 

while simultaneously increasing β-oxidation in non-cirrhotic patients with NASH [100].  

Finally, since LDs formation is the most important event in NAFLD, targeting enzymes 

involved in this process could be a potential therapeutic option. Diacylglycerol 

acyltransferase (DGAT) enzyme catalyzes the last step in triglyceride formation, 

esterifying the diacylglycerol with a third fatty acid [101]. Two isoforms of DGAT exist 

with different tissue-expression: a selective inhibitor of the DGAT2 isoform decreased 

lipidic hepatic accumulation in HFD-fed mice models [102]. 

 

3.3 Antioxidant stress agents  

During NAFLD progression, increased lipid peroxidation is associated with the 

decrease of the hepatic antioxidant properties. Therefore, several antioxidants have 

been studied experimentally and clinically against NAFLD patients [103]. Antioxidants 

are substances that inhibit the oxidation of any biomolecule, neutralizing the harmful 

effects of oxidation caused by free radicals, particularly ROS [104].  

One of the most important enzymatic antioxidant defenses is the system orchestrated 

by the nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2 (Nrf2), a transcriptional factor that 

controls the expression of many detoxifying enzymes [105]. Nrf2 liver expression is 

downregulated in patients with NAFLD and Nrf2 deficient-murine models [106, 107] 

are more susceptible to diet-induced steatosis and inflammation [108]. Therefore, 

impairing Nrf2 activation is currently being investigated as NAFLD potential therapy. 

Oltipraz, a Nrf2-inducing synthetic compound, significantly reduced hepatic fibrosis in 

rats fed on a choline-deficient L-amino acid-defined diet, a model of NAFLD [109]. 

The efficacy and safety of oltipraz administration in patients with NAFLD were verified 

in the phase 2 clinical trials (NCT01373554 and NCT00956098). NCT01373554 

revealed that 24-week treatment of oltipraz significantly reduced the liver fat content 

in a dose-dependent manner in patients with NAFLD [110]. 

Moreover, natural compounds such as resveratrol and hesperetin have also been 

reported as Nrf2 modulators. In particular, resveratrol treatment reversed palmitic 

acid-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress-mediated steatosis in HepG2 cells [111]. 

In addition, resveratrol decreases oxidative stress in NASH-bearing mice by 

increasing the regulation of antioxidant systems [112]. Clinically, resveratrol 
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administration for 12 weeks significantly improved liver inflammation and hepatic 

fibrosis in NAFLD patients [113]. On the same line, hesperetin, a natural compound 

abundant in oranges and lemons, was able to increase the Nrf2 pathway alleviating 

lipid deposition and oxidative markers in oleic acid-induced HepG2 cells [114]. The 

safety of the clinical use of Nrf2 inducers in advanced cases of NASH is still a matter 

of debate. In fact, although the activation of the Nrf2 pathway is associated with the 

improvement of NASH, it is also activated during liver carcinogenesis, both in animal 

models and in humans. 

More antioxidant compounds that could be relevant in the pathology are vitamin C 

(VitC) and vitamin E (VitE), which dietary intake has demonstrated to improve the 

detoxifying system in NAFLD patients [115]: in particular, VitE supplementation, a 

lipid-soluble vitamin stored in the liver and fat tissue, has reduced oxidative damage 

and intrahepatic lipid accumulation in HFD-fed mice [116]. Currently, VitE is 

supplemented in NASH patients, associated with reduced serum hepatobiliary 

enzymes and hepatic steatosis but without improvement of liver fibrosis [117]. A 

phase 3 clinical trial (NCT00063622) showed that VitE supplementation, alone or in 

combination with pioglitazone, reduced hepatic steatosis and lobular inflammation 

when compared to the placebo group [118].  

In addition to VitE, other antioxidants are currently being studied for the treatment of 

NAFLD: for example, carotenoid beta-cryptoxanthin compound prevented the 

progression of steatosis and fibrosis in NASH mice fed a high-cholesterol and high-

fat diet [119]. 

Finally, since T2DM is closely associated with NAFLD, the antidiabetic drug metformin 

has been proposed to ameliorate NAFLD features and clinical parameters. Several 

studies showed that metformin can protect against liver damage by lowering the 

increased serum cholesterol and consequently hepatic steatosis in HFD-fed mice 

[120]. Moreover, metformin protected against palmitate-induced apoptosis in primary 

rat hepatocytes and HepG2 cells [121]. Therefore, metformin may be useful in the 

prevention and/or treatment of NAFLD, and its beneficial effects might in part be 

related to reduced disease markers.  

 

3.4 Targeting inflammation and fibrogenesis 

Increasing evidence shows that NLRP3 inflammasome is a central driver of 

inflammation during NAFLD progression [122]. Therefore, pharmacological inhibition 

of NLRP3 activation has been proposed for a potential therapeutic approach: 

sulforaphane is an NLRP3-suppressor molecule able to reduce hepatic disease 

indicators, such as total cholesterol plasma levels and free fatty acids levels, in mice 
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fed with an HFD [123]. Moreover, oral administration of sulforaphane restored 

mitochondrial function and suppressed NLRP3 in NAFLD-bearing mice [124]. A 

second study showed that MCC950, an inflammasome block-selective small 

compound, significantly decreased infiltration of inflammatory cells and fibrosis in 

experimental NASH murine models [54]. An additional approach consists of targeting 

the cytokine-production that occurs during the inflammatory process. Pentoxifylline is 

a methylxanthine derivative able to decrease TNFα gene expression, which showed 

beneficial effects in weight loss, improving liver function and histological changes in 

NAFLD patients [125]. Infliximab, a TNFα inhibitor, was able to slightly reverse the 

NASH histopathological score and was effective on inflammation and fibrosis-related 

traits in the NASH-bearing rats [126]. Many other anti-inflammatory approaches have 

been proposed: for instance, blocked inflammatory macrophage activation by 

interfering with the TLR pathway, especially TLR4 isoform, through the use of inhibitor 

serelaxin showed an increase in the antifibrotic effect of rosiglitazone, a PPARγ 

agonist, in a fibrotic mice model [127]. In this way, liver fibrosis represents another 

process to control or reverse in NAFLD targeting approaches.  

Similar to cytokines, galectin 3 is a β-galactoside binding protein associated with 

chronic inflammation and fibrogenesis and secreted by macrophages upon liver injury 

in NASH [128]. Belapectin (GR-MD-02), an inhibitor of galectin 3, reduced hepatic 

fibrosis and portal hypertension in rats and its efficacy was verified in 162 patients 

with NASH, cirrhosis, and portal hypertension (NCT02462967) [129]. Another 

significant player in NAFLD fibrosis is the transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) 

protein, which causes hepatocytes’ apoptosis and differentiation of hepatic stellate 

cells into extracellular matrix-secreting myofibroblast. TGF-β signaling can be 

targeted using specific drugs, e.g., the TGF-β receptor inhibitors galunisertib and 

oxy210, that effectively ameliorated hepatic fibrosis and liver inflammation in both 

human and mice [130, 131].  

Finally, inhibiting migration and activation of hepatic stellate cells with the antifibrotic 

agent cenicriviroc, reduced fibrosis traits without worsening of NASH associated 

symptoms in 20% of patients compared to 10% for placebo after 1 year of treatment 

[132]. 
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3.5 Antidiabetic drugs 

Since NAFLD is a metabolic-related liver disease with significant link with obesity and 

T2DM, numerous anti-diabetic agents have tested as therapeutic approaches in 

experimental models and NAFLD patients, showing some beneficial effects. 

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) is an endogenous hormone that directly stimulates 

insulin production and release [133], and its levels are decreased in NAFLD patients 

[134]. Indeed, GLP-1 agonists, approved for T2DM therapy, have demonstrated a 

reduction of hepatic steatosis and markers of liver damage in NAFLD induced diabetic 

mice [135]. In particular, the treatment with Liraglutide, a GLP-1 receptor agonist, in 

NAFLD patients reduced metabolic dysfunction and lipotoxicity compared to the 

placebo group [136]. Another GLP-1 receptor agonist is Semaglutide, which improved 

in fibrosis in patients with NASH [137]. Sodium-dependent glucose transporter 

(SGLT2) is primarily expressed in the proximal tubule epithelium of the kidney and is 

responsible for kidney-glucose reabsorption and SGLT2 inhibition is considered as a 

new antidiabetic approach [138]. Moreover, several studies have shown that SGLT2 

inhibition, significantly reduced levels of liver enzymes, steatosis, hepatocyte 

damage, and fibrosis in patients with NAFLD and T2DM [139]. 

 

3.6 Thyroid hormone receptor agonists in the treatment of NAFLD 

The thyroid hormone receptor (TR) system plays a crucial role in regulating metabolic 

homeostasis of the liver since, following the binding to thyroid hormones (TH) and 

subsequent TR activation, it can modulate the expression of genes involved in lipid 

metabolism, influencing processes such as lipogenesis, lipolysis, and fatty acid 

oxidation [140]. TH receptor β (TR-β) is the most abundant TR isoform in the liver but 

is also expressed in other tissues. Activation of hepatic TR-β is associated with 

systemic lipid-lowering, increased bile acid synthesis, and fat oxidation [141].  

Given the functions of the TR system in metabolic and energy homeostasis of the 

liver, disruption in the normal TH signaling has been implicated in the pathogenesis 

of NAFLD and its expression in the liver is reduced in patients with NASH [142]. 

Preclinical studies utilizing TR agonists, especially for TR-β, have shown promising 

outcomes, including reductions in hepatic steatosis, inflammation, and fibrosis [143]. 

Among these selective TR-β agonists, GC-1, formerly known as Sobetirome, is the 

first TR-β agonist that has been generated and then has served as a scaffold 

compound for the development of subsequent derivatives. Sobetirome administration 

can reduce triglyceride and cholesterol content preventing hepatic steatosis in rats 

placed on HFD [144, 145]. The reduction in hepatic triglycerides was accompanied 

by a concomitant decrease in lipoperoxidation [146]. Moreover, Sobetirome 
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ameliorated hepatic steatosis also in other animal experimental models, such as 

ob/ob mice and Western diet-fed mice [145]. 

Another promising TR-β agonist for the management of NAFLD is Resmetirom, which 

has been shown to effectively impair lipid accumulation and inflammation in an in vitro 

model of NAFLD and preclinical models of diabetes and obesity [141, 147]. Clinical 

trials have also shown encouraging results, with Resmetirom demonstrating 

improvements in liver function and metabolic parameters in patients with NAFLD, 

such as reduction in hepatic lipid fraction, circulating cholesterol and triglycerides, and 

a higher rate of NASH resolution, compared to placebo [148-150]. Despite these 

promising findings, there is a need for further investigation to elucidate the precise 

mechanisms of action of Resmetirom, optimize dosing strategies, and evaluate long-

term safety and efficacy outcomes. 

 

 

4. Scavenging ROS systems 

In addition to dietary non-enzymatic antioxidants, which usually prevent or attenuate 

oxidative damage, human cells present an important enzymatic antioxidant defense 

armamentarium. As anticipated in the previous paragraph, the main cellular 

antioxidant mechanism is driven by Nrf2, a member of the Cap’n’Collar (CNC) basic 

leucine zipper (bZIP) family of transcription factors [151]. Under normal conditions, 

Nrf2 is localized in the cytoplasm and sequestered by its inhibitor, Kelch-like ECH-

associated protein 1 (Keap1). Keap1 acts as a sensor for oxidative stress and 

determines the degradation of Nrf2 by proteasome via E3 ubiquitin ligase [152]. 

During exposure to free radicals or oxidative stress, Keap1 becomes oxidized at 

critical cysteine residues disrupting the E3 ubiquitin ligase system and leading to 

conformational changes in the Keap1–Nrf2 complex. As a result, Nrf2 escapes Keap1 

control and translocates to the nucleus, where it dimerizes with small 

musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma (MAF) protein and binds to the antioxidant 

response elements (ARE) present in the promoter regions of target antioxidant genes 

[153] (Figure 5). Among the several antioxidant enzymes activated by Nrf2, the 

principals are heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), NADPH Quinone Dehydrogenase 1 

(NQO1), and also superoxide dismutases (SODs), catalase (CAT), and thioredoxins 

(Trx) [154]. 
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Figure 5. Schematic of Nrf2 pathway under normal (a) or oxidative (b) conditions [155] 

 

SODs are metalloenzymes that rely on a metal cofactor for their activity and present 

two isoforms with different cellular localization, namely cytoplasmic SOD1 and 

mitochondrial SOD2. SOD1 utilizes copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn), while SOD2 uses 

manganese (Mn) as cofactors [156]. Specifically, SODs catalyze the dismutation of 

superoxide anion free radical O2
-  into molecular oxygen and H2O2 and decrease O2

- 

levels which can damage the cells at excessive concentration [157]. Several studies 

showed that SODs and reduced glutathione (GSH) expression is decreased in 

NAFLD patients [158, 159], suggesting the use of chemical compounds to activate 

these antioxidant mechanisms to counteract NAFLD progression.  

A further antioxidant enzyme that can also be activated by Nrf2 is glutathione 

peroxidase (GPx), an enzyme containing a seleno-cysteine residue involved in the 

regulation and modulation of cellular redox homeostasis. This enzyme is responsible 

for maintaining the supply of GSH, the oxidation of which into oxidized glutathione 

(GSSG) allows the reduction of H2O2 to H2O and more in general is a ROS buffering 

system. Finally, GSSG must be converted back to its reduced form to be able to foster 

ROS scavenging, a mechanism dependent on nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

phosphate (NADPH) and the enzyme glutathione reductase (GR) [160]. 

Finally, among endogenous antioxidant systems responsible for ROS detoxification, 

an important role could be mediated by the Trx enzyme, promoting the conversion of 

H2O2 to H2O and molecular oxygen [161]. Trx system is an important antioxidant 

reduction mechanism closely related to cell proliferation, differentiation, and tumor 

progression, removing excessive ROS and maintaining the intracellular redox 

balance.   
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4.1 Thioredoxin (Trx) antioxidant mechanism 

Trx is an important antioxidant molecule involved in cellular redox-dependent 

regulation that together with thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) enzyme and NADPH, 

compose the ubiquitous disulfide oxidoreductase antioxidant Trx system. Trx is a 

small multi-functional protein that plays a crucial role in cellular redox regulation and 

signaling in normal and tumor cells. Structurally, Trx has a redox active site composed 

of two residues of cysteine (Cys-Gly-Pro-Cys), which form a reversible disulfide bridge 

[162, 163]. In mammalian cells, two isoforms of Trx have been characterized with 

different intracellular localization: Trx1 in the cytoplasm, Trx2 in the mitochondria. 

Although Trx1 is mainly located in the cytosol, it can migrate to the nucleus upon 

oxidative stress or be secreted out of the cell [164], while Trx2 represent the vital 

mitochondrial redox isoform [165]. Both isoforms have a key role in the regulation of 

cell death, as they interact with and inhibit apoptosis signal regulatory kinase-1 (ASK-

1), a kinase belonging to the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) family capable 

of promoting apoptotic cell death [166]. Corresponding to the isoforms of mammalian 

Trx proteins, two different types of TrxR enzyme (TrxR1, TrxR2) exist and are encoded 

by two distinct genes [167]. TrxR is a homodimeric selenoenzyme with a molecular 

weight of 55 kDa whose main role is to maintain Trx in its reduced form, in addition to 

its ability to reduce a substrate, for example ascorbic acid or lipoic acid [168]. 

Structurally, in addition to catalytic site, TrxR contains a NADPH binding site and a 

redox active site with a dithiol/disulfide motif [169]. 

The proposed mechanism of action provides a non-covalent binding between the 

reduced form of Trx and the oxidized disulfide-containing protein substrate 

surrounding the Trx active site; subsequently, Trx catalyzes the reduction of disulfides 

within the oxidized cellular proteins. Finally, oxidized Trx is reduced by TrxR enzyme 

which consumes/reduces NADPH to NADP+ [170] (Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6. Mechanism of action of the Trx antioxidant mechanism [171] 
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Moreover, Trx cooperates with peroxiredoxins (Prx) to explain its antioxidant defense 

function. Prx play a key role in the removal of organic and inorganic peroxides such 

as H2O2 and different alkyl hydroperoxides. The oxidized form of Prx can then be 

recycled back to its reduced form by Trx [172] (Figure 6).  

 

Since Trx system has a crucial role in the regulation of the balance between 

antioxidant and oxidative stress it can be associated with NAFLD and tumor 

progression. Therefore, it is not surprising that dysfunctional or altered expression of 

Trx is involved in the development of both diseases. Increased Trx1 protein levels are 

found in many human tumors [164, 173] including breast cancer, in which the 

overexpression of Trx1 enhances cancer cell growth [174]. Bhatia et al. demonstrated 

that breast cancers present elevated expression of Trx when compared to normal 

breast tissue [175]. Moreover, high levels of Trx were associated with poor prognosis 

and outcome in non-small cell lung carcinoma patients [176] and promoted cancer 

progression in patients with gastric tumor [177]. Moreover, Trx1 ability to reduce ROS 

levels confers cell-death resistance to prostate cancer cells, thus promoting tumor 

progression [178].  

Moreover, serum Trx levels distinguish the different stages of NAFLD since patients 

with NASH show higher levels of Trx than early-stage fatty liver bearing patients [179].  

Based on this evidence, targeting the Trx system may provide an innovative 

therapeutical approach and could improve the NAFLD prognosis.  

 

4.2 Inhibitors of Trx system 

Trx system can have bidirectional functions in the development and propagation of 

the liver disease: at an early stage, its direct antioxidant function is beneficial for 

preventing normal cell aggressiveness via defending against oxidative stress caused 

by xenobiotics or carcinogens. However, once healthy cells have initiated malignant 

transformation, the elevated level of Trx/TrxR may facilitate disease progression and 

metastasis thus promoting tumor growth, apoptosis resistance, and ultimately therapy 

resistance [180]. Therefore, since Trx system is usually overexpressed in cancer with 

respect to non-tumor tissue, there is an increasing interest in developing molecules 

that target the Trx system, especially the selenoprotein TrxR [181].  

A biological inhibitor of the Trx/TrxR mechanism is thioredoxin interacting protein 

(TXNIP), which binds Trx through the formation of a stable complex, inhibiting a 

catalytic action of the redox protein [182]. Under normal conditions, TXNIP is mainly 

located in the nucleus, where it regulates the expression of Trx1, while oxidative 

stress causes nuclear TXNIP to be transported to the mitochondria where it can inhibit 
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the action of Trx2 [183]. Overexpression of TXNIP determines significant inactivation 

of Trx in tumor cells, leading to a block of cell proliferation and an increase of 

apoptosis susceptibility [183]. In contrast, some tumors, for instance leukemia, 

showed a significant reduction of TXNIP expression, associated with a high activity of 

the Trx system [184].  

Therefore, therapeutic approaches involve the use of inhibitors of natural or synthetic 

origin. The principal natural compounds that inhibit Trx system is curcumin, which 

irreversibly blocks the activity of TrxR causing alkylation of the C-terminal redox active 

site. Moreover, curcumin decreased NAFLD severity and increased steatosis 

resolution, in association with a significant decrease in hepatic fibrosis, liver enzymes 

and total cholesterol in NAFLD patients [185, 186]. Although curcumin is widely used, 

its effectiveness is still under debate due to its countless targets [187]. Similar 

inhibition has been observed with myricetin and adenanthin drugs, which induce 

oxidative stress-mediated cell death of cancer cells [188].  

In addition to natural compounds, several synthetic inhibitors of Trx system have been 

proposed for disease treatment. PX-12 is a potent inhibitor of Trx that alkylates 

cysteine residues of catalytic center. Moreover, PX-12 is a substrate for TrxR, and 

thus it acts as a competitive inhibitor to inhibit the reduction of oxidized Trx by TrxR 

[189]. PX-12 has been tested in the treatment of patients with advance and metastatic 

cancers (e.g. non-small cell lung cancer, pancreatic, breast, and gastrointestinal 

cancers), determining a decrease in Trx antioxidant activity and an impairment of its 

ability to bind to ASK-1, leading to the activation of MAPK [190]. 

TrxR can be inhibited by compounds that contain metals, for example gold, platinum 

and silver or Zn [191, 192]. While TrxR strongly binds particularly toxic metals, its 

substrate Trx is also a heavy metal-binding protein. This probably means that the 

substrate can help protect the enzyme itself from the inhibition exerted by the metal 

ion when the total concentration of the latter is substantially lower than the 

concentration of Trx [193]. Platinum complexes include cis-platinum and carboplatin, 

which can highly inhibit the activity of TrxR as they show a greater affinity for the 

selenol group present in the TrxR active center. In addition to interacting with DNA, 

platinum compounds have been shown to reduce proliferation in breast and ovarian 

cancers [194], via the disruption of the TrxR system [195]. Moreover, gold compounds 

have a similar TrxR inhibition mechanism to platinum molecules, and the principal 

representative of this family is auranofin. In vitro studies have shown that auranofin is 

capable of inhibiting TrxR at nanomolar concentration [196]. Auranofin is approved 

for rheumatoid arthritis treatment [197] and is currently in clinical trials for different 

types of cancer [198, 199]. Indeed, treatment with auranofin inhibited the proliferation 
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of mesothelioma cells and caused an increase in ROS production determining 

apoptosis of ovarian cancer cells [200]. Moreover, auranofin can disrupt protein 

homeostasis in HepG2 liver HCC cells and MCF7 breast cancer cells, causing protein 

degradation and consequently cell death [201]. Finally, auranofin is the only inhibitor 

tested in NAFLD disease: in NASH model mice fed on a western diet, auranofin 

reduced liver fibrosis and lipid accumulation [202] in addition to attenuate the 

inflammatory state and antioxidant markers expression in HFD-fed mice and LX-2 

hepatic stellate cell [202, 203]. Therefore, auranofin may have potential as a 

candidate for NASH treatment. 

 

5. The relevance of sex in the preclinical in vitro NAFLD models  

Since no pharmacological treatment is currently approved for NAFLD, basic and 

preclinical research remains essential to improve our understanding of NAFLD 

pathophysiology and for subsequent therapy development. For instance, in vitro 

models offer the possibility of understanding the mechanisms underlying diseases 

and studying the effects of therapies at the cellular and molecular level. However, the 

in vitro model used can vary depending on the type of research being carried out and 

it is unlikely that a single in vitro model can recapitulate the in vivo complexity of the 

human liver.  

Indeed, a major challenge faced by translational research is related to the small 

percentage of preclinical findings that are confirmed in the clinic. Consequently, 

identifying the best models that can help to dissect the molecular and mechanistic 

insights into liver disease, taking into consideration the sex relevance, is crucial.  

The more simplistic in vitro models are derived from cell lines cultured in two 

dimensions; independently of their source, most cell lines can be cultured at a large 

scale in a cost-efficient manner. However, most of the NAFLD-relevant studies did 

not specify the sex of the cells, although this aspect would be fundamental to highlight 

a possible sex-different response to the induction and progression of NAFLD and 

extrapolate clinically relevant information. 

NAFLD is generally induced by the administration of a mixture of unsaturated and 

saturated free-fatty acid to the culture medium: a commonly used mix is composed 

by oleic acid added to palmitic or stearic acid in different proportions (accordingly to 

the different protocols), with the intent to cause a lipid overload into the hepatocytes 

hence inducing ROS accumulation and subsequent potential lipid peroxides 

generation [204]. 
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The cellular models that have been used to model NAFLD in the preclinical in vitro 

setting belong to three different classes: immortalized human hepatic cancer cells, 

primary human hepatocytes (PHH), and stem cells that can be differentiated into 

hepatocytes (Figure 7). 

Human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines grown as monolayers can be 

immortalized by genetic engineering or more frequently obtained from male and 

female human cancers. Hepatic cancer cells commonly used are HepG2 and Huh7, 

which are derived from male patients, and HepaRG, from a female biopsy: these cells 

have the advantage of a high proliferative capacity, phenotype stability and 

reproducibility, ready availability, ease of use and genetic manipulation, low cost of 

maintenance [205]. However, it is not entirely clear whether they retain a metabolic 

capacity resembling that of a normal hepatocyte, an aspect that may be key in 

understanding the lipid metabolic features of NAFLD-induced cells (Figure 7) [206]. 

Moreover, the use of liver tumor cell lines to study NAFLD progression is not optimal 

as they may show an important deregulation of metabolic and molecular traits that 

could be crucial for NAFLD initiation and progression. Of the several hepatic tumor 

cell lines commercially available [207], the most commonly used is the HepG2 cell 

line, which originated from the liver biopsy of a 15-year-old Caucasian male. Notably, 

caution should be used with the HepG2 cell line since (i) has been mistakenly labeled 

as HCC instead of hepatoblastoma [208] and (ii) displays a weak or absent expression 

of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) superfamily [209], which is involved in phase 1 

xenobiotic oxidation in the liver and also represents a potential source of ROS [210]. 

HepG2 cells are principally used for drug safety and toxicity assays, molecular target 

screening [211, 212], and studies related to NAFLD disease and HCC biology [213]. 

This cell line displays all the main features of a human liver neoplastic transformation 

(e.g., enhanced protein levels of transferrin and α2-macroglobulin) and is negative for 

hepatitis virus [214]. Among the male-derived cancer cell lines, Huh7 cells, derived 

from a well-differentiated HCC in a 57-year-old male, have been rarely used in the 

context of NAFLD induction [215, 216]. 

On the other hand, the human hepatoma HepaRG cell line derived from the liver of a 

European female (age not reported) diagnosed with chronic hepatitis C and 

macronodular cirrhosis [217, 218] is a female-relevant cellular model. These cells are 

phenotypically stable thus permitting long-term culture and represent a useful tool in 

the validation of drugs targeting in 3D organotypic human hepatic steatosis models 

[218], preclinical drug screening and metabolism assays, and in studies of 

carcinogenesis and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection [219, 220]. 
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NAFLD induction using oleic acid administration for a short-term pulse of 16 or 24 

hours was reported in different studies using HepG2 [221, 222], with a dose-

dependent effect associated with lipid peroxidation and apoptosis [223]. It has been 

shown that lipid accumulation caused by oleic acid in HepG2 can be significantly 

reduced by treatment with exendin-4, a GLP-1 receptor agonist [222]. Although no 

female-derived cell lines were used in the study, a subsequent report demonstrated 

that exendin-4 is also effective in reducing lipid content and liver inflammation in 

female mice [224], suggesting that, in this scenario, the observed phenotype is 

relevant for both sexes. An innovative approach to induce steatosis consists of 

culturing HepG2 cells in a high-energy mimicking diet using oleic acid and fructose 

for 24 hours. This condition caused lipid accumulation in HepG2 cells with 

concomitant alterations in mitochondrial integrity, dynamics, and oxidative 

phosphorylation, suggesting the dominant role of mitochondria in the first hit of NAFLD 

progression [225]. Although these data were reported in HepG2 cells, it has been 

demonstrated that female rats show larger and more functional mitochondria than 

males pointing to sex hormones as relevant signals in the modulation of mitochondrial 

biogenesis and function [226, 227]. Estrogen treatment enhanced mitochondrial 

content and oxidative capacity in the liver of ovariectomized (OVX) rats (i.e., with 

circulating estrogen levels similar to those of post-menopausal women) and in HepG2 

cells, while reducing hepatic lipid accumulation and oxidative stress, suggesting a 

protective role of estrogens in the liver pathology [228]. Similar results were also 

obtained in Huh7 cells exposed to oleic acid and palmitic acid in which the estrogen 

treatment reduced lipid deposition, ROS production, and subsequent lipid 

peroxidation, a process reverted by the administration of an estrogen receptor 

antagonist [229]. 

PHH derived from male and female human donors represent the closest model to 

study sex dimorphism due to their high similarity with the in vivo setting [230]. 

Although the PHH represent the gold standard short-term human in vitro steatotic liver 

model, they have major limitations as (i) the short propagation time when in culture, 

(ii) the high phenotypic instability, and (iii) the donor-to-donor variability (Figure 7). 

NAFLD induction is obtained by exposing PHH to palmitic acid either alone or in 

combination with oleic acid, a stimulus that leads to lipid accumulation associated with 

endoplasmic reticulum stress [231] and profibrogenic phenotype [232]. Interestingly, 

PHH have been cultured in a 3D spheroid system to mimic an in vivo human hepatic 

steatosis [233, 234]: a treatment with free fatty acid and insulin at physiological and 

pathophysiological concentrations induced a steatotic phenotype and insulin 

resistance within 21 days [235, 236]. In this context, it would be even more relevant 
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to specify the sex of the PHH donors as it would further contribute to the investigation 

of sex differences in the induction and progression of steatosis. However, very few 

studies were conducted taking this important bias into account. In one of these, PHH 

obtained from steatotic male and female liver tissues showed no significant difference 

in the ability to reduce oxidative stress and lipid deposition when exposed to 

compounds that reduce fat deposition [237]. 

Finally, in the last decade, the study of NAFLD induction and progression has 

benefited from the advent of models derived from human embryonic pluripotent stem 

cells (hESC) and human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC), which can be 

differentiated into hepatocyte-like cells (HLC). hESC derived from the inner cellular 

mass of a male or female pre-implanted embryo display pluripotency in vitro and in 

vivo and can be differentiated into tissues from all the three germ layers (endoderm, 

mesoderm, and ectoderm) [238], thus representing an ideal tool to model sex-related 

phenotypes in liver disease and progression thanks to their high culture stability and 

reproducibility together with the possibility to be expanded in vitro [239, 240]. hiPSC 

have the advantage that can be obtained from any human somatic cells through the 

ectopic expression of transcription factors and exhibit unlimited self-renewal ability 

and ease of accessibility to donor tissues thus enhancing their versatility [241, 242]. 

Moreover, HLC exhibit morphology, metabolism, and transcriptome profile similar to 

those of PHH with the advantage of a reduced functionality drift over cell culture 

passages [243, 244], thus representing an important resource for in vitro human liver 

disease processes investigation. Despite the aforementioned advantages, the use of 

HLC is limited by ethical restrictions that are different in different countries or by 

potential issues related to the lack of a standardized differentiation protocol that could 

lead to an incomplete hepatic differentiation [205] (Figure 7). An important hESC-

derived model to study NAFLD progression consists of a 48 hour oleic acid 

administration to HLC derived from male hESC WA01 cells. This stimulus induces an 

increase in the intracellular LDs content accompanied by perilipin 2 (PLIN2) and 

PPAR pathway enhanced expression and activation, respectively. Moreover, Sinton 

and colleagues proposed a human-relevant model of hepatic steatosis that can be 

used for high-resolution analysis of metabolic function during NAFLD progression by 

exposing HLC derived from hESC female to lactate, pyruvate, and octanoate (LPO) 

[242]. In addition to the canonical macro-vesicular steatosis observed in HLC, LPO 

stimulation induces the disruption of the electron transport chain activity related to 

enhanced TCA cycle anaplerosis, with the concomitant compensatory purine 

nucleotide cycle shunt leading to an overgeneration of fumarate [245]. On these 

premises, it would be interesting to compare male WA01 and female WA09 cell lines 
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differentiated in HLC to (i) evaluate potential sex-dependent differences in steatosis 

etiology and progression and (ii) investigate whether there is a sexual dimorphism 

related to the oxidant and inflammatory response, thus shedding light on the role of 

estrogens in this context. Alternatively, a 24 hours oleic acid administration to donor-

derived hiPSC differentiated into HLC can be exploited to study NAFLD progression 

[246]. 

Using different donors could be relatively straightforward to evaluate the sex- or 

estrogen-dependent differences in these models. However, HLC derived from hiPSC 

are mostly used to model the early-stage events of NAFLD. For instance, HLC 

differentiated from hiPSC derived from 2 male and 2 female donors with liver disease 

have been exposed to oleic acid for several days, revealing induced lipid 

accumulation and a distinct steatosis signature for each stage of the liver disease of 

the donors. This phenotype was paralleled by significant differences in the 

transcriptome of the four representative models with the highly steatotic cells 

characterized by low expression of genes associated with gluconeogenesis, 

phospholipid, and cholesterol biosynthesis together with the concomitant low 

expression of carnitine palmitoyl transferase 1A (CPT1A), the rate-limiting enzyme 

responsible for the transport of fatty acid derived acyl-CoA across the mitochondrial 

membrane, indicating a potential lower capacity of energy generation [247]. Although 

male and female donors were present in the study, the heterogeneity of the liver 

disease represented by the models makes it hard to conclude anything meaningful 

related to sex. Further investigations on additional patients and healthy donor liver 

specimens are necessary to untangle the contribution of sex hormones-related 

mechanisms in liver disease progression. 

Overall, although many aspects of NAFLD can be recapitulated in vitro, models that 

take into consideration the genotype, age, and sex of the donors could have a key 

impact on the analyses of the mechanisms underlying this disease. 

 

 

Figure 7. Hepatic cell sources and in vitro models of NAFLD [248]. 
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Aim of the thesis 

Using a series of in vitro experimental models of NAFLD, including human embryonic 

stem cell-derived hepatocytes and immortalized liver-derived cells, the aim of this 

thesis is to evaluate the effect of estrogen-signaling in NAFLD initiation and 

progression with a particular focus on estrogen-dependent antioxidant mechanisms.  
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Materials and methods  

Materials 

Common use solutions 

• Phosphate buffered saline (PBS): 0.27 g/L di KH2PO4, 0.2 g/L KCl, 8.01 g/L 

NaCl, 1.78 g/L NaH2PO4 pH 7.4. 

• Lysis buffer: Sample Buffer 1X (SB1X). 

• Ripa lysis buffer: (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40, 2 

mM EGTA, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 100 mM NaF). 

• SDS−PAGE 4X Sample Buffer: 40% Glycerol, 240 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8, 8% 

SDS, 0.04% bromophenol blue, 5% β-mercaptoethanol. 

• SDS-PAGE 1X running buffer: 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycin, 0.1% (W/V) SDS, 

pH 8.3. 

• Blocking solution: non-fat dry milk 2 %, tween 0.05 % in PBS. 

• Washing solution: tween 0.1 % in PBS (T-PBS). 

• Protease and phosphatase inhibitors were from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) reagent and Bradford reagent for protein dosage 

were from Sigma-Aldrich and Biorad, respectively. 

• Reagents for RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and RT-PCR were from 

Qiagen, Applied Biosystem, and Biorad. 

Drugs, compounds, and reagents 

• 17β-estradiol (E2, Cat n° E2758), dissolved in 100% ethanol at 1 μM, stored 

at -20°C, purchased from Sigma. 

• Activin A (AA, Cat n° 120-14E), used at a concentration of 100 ng/ml, kept at 

-20°C; purchased from PeproTech. 

• Auranofin (AU, Cat n° A6733), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• β-Mercaptoethanol (Cat n° 31350) used at a concentration of 0.1 mM, 

maintained at +4°C, purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• B27 supplement (Cat n° 17504), purchased from ThermoFisher.  

• 4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7,8-pentamethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diazas-indacene 

(BODIPY493/503, Cat n° D3922), stored at -20°C, purchased from 

ThermoFisher. 

• Bovin Serum Albumin (BSA, Cat n° A9418) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• CellROX (Cat n° C10444) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Dexamethasone (Cat n° A13449) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Cat n° D2650) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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• Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Cat n° 11965092) high glucose 

purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• DMEM:F12 (Cat n° 11330032) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium (Cat n°41400045) purchased from 

ThermoFisher. 

• Gentle cell dissociation reagent (Cat n° 07174) purchased from Stem Cell 

Technologies. 

• GlutaMax (Cat n° 35050061) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF, Cat n° 100-39), used at a concentration of 

10 ng/ml, purchased from PeproTech. 

• HepatoZYME medium (Cat n° 17705) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Hydrocortisone 21-hemisuccinate sodium salt (Cat n° H4881), used at a 

concentration of 10 μM, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• L-15 medium (Cat n° L1518) purchased from Sigma. 

• Knockout DMEM medium (KO-DMEM, Cat n° 10829) purchased from 

ThermoFisher. 

• Knockout Serum Replacement (KO-SR, Cat n° 10828), purchased from 

ThermoFisher. 

• mTeSR1 and supplement (Cat. n° 05850) purchased from Stem Cell 

Technologies. 

• mFeSR1 (Cat n° 05855) purchased from Stem Cell Technologies. 

• MitoSOX (Cat n° M36008) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution (NEEA, Cat n° 11140) purchased from 

ThermoFisher. 

• Octanoic Acid (Cat n° C2875) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• Oncostatin M (OSM, Cat n° 300-10), used at a concentration of 20 ng/ml, 

purchased from PeproTech. 

• Penicillin-streptomycin (Cat n° 15140) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Recombinant human laminin 521 (LMN-521, Cat n° LN521), kept at -80°C, 

purchased from BioLamina. 

• Rho-associated kinase inhibitor (ROCKi, Cat n° 72302) Y27632 kept at -20°C; 

purchased from StemCell Technologies. 

• RPMI 1640 medium (Cat n° 21875) purchased from ThermoFisher. 

• Sodium-L-lactate (Cat n° L7022) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

• Sodium pyruvate (Cat n° P5280) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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• Wingless-Type MMTV Integration Site Family, Member 3 A (wnt3a, Cat n° 

1324-WN-500/CF), used at a concentration of 50 ng/ml, kept at -20°C; 

purchased from PeproTech. 

 

Antibody 
 

Antibody Dilution Application Source Use Manufacturer 

HNF4α 1:1000 WB Rabbit O/n 
4°C 

Cell Signalling 
(Cat n° 3113) 

E-cadherin 1:1000 WB Rabbit O/n 
4°C 

Cell Signalling 
(Cat n° 
24E10) 

TRX2 1:500 WB Mouse O/n 
4°C 

Santa Cruz 
(Cat n° sc-
133201) 

ERα 1:1000 WB Rabbit O/n 
4°C 

Abcam 
(Cat n° 
ab16660) 

Hsp90 1:1000 WB Mouse O/n 
4°C 

Santa Cruz 
(Cat n° sc-
69703) 

Histone H3  1:1000 WB Mouse O/n 
4°C 

Cell Signalling 
(Cat n° 9715) 

β-Actin 1:1000 WB Mouse O/n 
4°C 

Cell Signalling 
(Cat n° 
8H10D10) 

 

Methods 

Cell lines and general culture conditions 

Male and female human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) lines H1/WA01 and H9/WA09, 

respectively, were purchased from WiCell. These stem cells grow on an LMN-521 

coating at a concentration of 5 μg/mL in mTeSR1 plus 5X supplement medium in the 

cell colonies form. 

When the cells reach 75%-80% confluence, the medium is aspirated, a PBS wash is 

performed, and the cells are incubated for approximately 5 minutes with 1 mL of gentle 

cell dissociation reagent to promote their detachment from the LMN-521 coating. After 

about 5 minutes, the gentle cell dissociation reagent is aspirated, the cells are 

resuspended with the medium and then transferred to the desired concentration in 

the new maintenance medium. At the time of differentiation into hepatocytes, 

however, the stem cells are plated onto the LMN-521 coating as a single cell by adding 
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ROCKi inhibitor Y27632 to the medium. This inhibitor is used to improve the adhesion 

and survival of stem cells in single-cell suspensions. 

 

AML12 and HepG2 cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC): AML12 cells are hepatocytes isolated from the normal liver of a male mouse 

and growth in DMEM:F12 (1:1) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10 

µg/ml insulin-5.5 µg/ml transferrin-5 ng/ml selenium,  and 40 ng/ml dexamethasone; 

whereas, HepG2 is a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines maintained in DMEM 

high glucose medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamax, and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin.  

For cell passaging, growth medium was removed, and the cells were washed with 

PBS and incubated with a covering volume of trypsin for 1-2 minutes. When cells were 

detached, medium was added to neutralize trypsin’s effect and cells were seeded into 

a new flask. 

 

Long-term cell frozen storage 

Cells were detached using trypsin, resuspended into their cell culture medium, and 

pelleted by centrifugation at 1.000 rpm (rotation per minute) for 5 minutes. Then, pellet 

was resuspended in 1 mL of cell freezing medium (90% FBS and 10% DMSO for 

HepG2 and AML12, mFeSR1 for hESCs) and cells transferred into specific freezing 

vials, stored in polystyrene insulated boxes at -80°C for at least 48 hours and 

subsequently in liquid nitrogen for long time. For the thawing procedure, cells were 

moved into a new flask and resuspended with fresh cell culture medium. The following 

day, medium was replaced to completely remove DMSO. 

 

Differentiation of hESCs in hepatocyte-like cells 

The differentiation protocol of hESCs into hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs) lasts 18 days, 

during which the cells progress from an embryonic stage to the formation of mature 

hepatocytes.  

hESCs are plated at a concentration of 400,000 cells per well to start differentiation 

the next day with a 40% confluence. To ensure efficient differentiation, hESC must be 

small and evenly spaced (Figura 8). 

 

Figure 8. Outline of the differentiation process and planned treatments. 
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Phases of the differentiation process into HLCs:  

 

1st phase: The first phase lasts three days during which we obtain the endoderm cells 

from the stem cells. We used RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with B27 supplement 

(50X) and endodermal growth factors such as wnt3a (50 ng/mL) and AA (100 ng/mL). 

At the end of this first phase, we begin to observe the first morphological changes of 

the cells. 

 

2nd phase: From day 4 to day 8, we obtain the precursor cells of hepatocytes, called 

hepatoblasts. These cells growth in KO-DMEM medium supplemented with 20% KO-

SR, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% DMSO, 1% NEEA, 0.5% glutamax and 0.2% β-

mercaptoethanol. At the end of this phase, hepatoblasts showed the classic "tile" 

morphology of hepatocytes. 

 

3rd phase: From day 9 to day 18, we obtain HLCs from the hepatoblasts. We used 

HepatoZYME medium supplemented with 1% glutamax, 1% streptomycin penicillin, 

20 ng/mL of HGF, 10 ng/mL of OSM and 10 μM hydrocortisone 21-hemisuccinate 

sodium salt (Figure 9). 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Phases of the differentiation process of hESCs into HLCs. 
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Protein analysis 

Protein extraction: cells were washed twice in cold PBS and then lysed with SB1X 

supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (1/100). Protein lysates were 

collected, kept in ice, and centrifuged at 12.000 rpm for 10 minutes. After 

centrifugation, the supernatant was collected, and total proteins were quantified with 

either BCA protein assay or Bradford assay.  

 

Protein quantification: The BCA protein assay is based on the notion that proteins can 

reduce Cu+2 to Cu+1 in an alkaline solution containing BCA resulting in a purple color 

formation. The absorbance of the BCA/copper complex at 562 nm is directly 

proportional to the protein concentration. To prepare BCA solution, we combined 50 

parts of A solution with 1 part of B solution. In cuvettes for spectrophotometer, we 

added 45 uL of water (50 uL for the blank), 5 uL of each protein lysate sample, and 

950 uL of BCA solution. After 30 minutes of incubation at 37°C, all the samples and 

the blank were read by the spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 562 nm. 

To generate the standard curve, we used BSA diluting BSA 2 mg/mL concentrated in 

dH2O to obtain BSA concentrations from 2 μg/mL to 15 μg/mL. Thus, from the values 

obtained from the standard curve, it is possible to create a curve of the absorbance 

in function of the concentration; consequently, interpolating absorbance values to the 

standard curve, it is possible to calculate the final protein concentration of the samples 

of interest. Correlation between absorbance and concentration is expressed by 

Lambert-Beer law: A=εdc, where ε represents the molar extinction coefficient, d 

represents the path length, and c the sample concentration. 

 

SDS-PAGE: it is a technique used for protein separation thanks to their ability to move 

within an electric current, which is a function of the length of their polypeptide chains 

or of their molecular weight. This is achieved by adding SDS detergent to remove 

secondary and tertiary protein structures and to maintain the proteins as polypeptide 

chains. SDS-PAGE samples were boiled for 5 minutes in SB 4x plus β-

mercaptoethanol, which leads to disulphuric bond reduction and destabilization of 

protein tertiary structure. The gels used were precast SDS-PAGE gels (Biorad), with 

a range of acrylamide concentration from 4% to 20%, required to better stratify the 

samples before entering the separating gel. 20-40 μg of total proteins were loaded 

into the wells of the stacking gel and an electric field was applied across the gel, 

allowing the negatively charged proteins to migrate across the gel towards the positive 

electrode (anode). Protein relative molecular mass was evaluated by comparison with 
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protein ladder standard molecular weights, separated into the same gel. Running was 

performed at 100-150 V for almost 1 hour. 

 

Western blotting 

After running, protein samples were transferred from the gel to a nitrocellulose 

membrane (blotting) by Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer Pack (Biorad) to make the proteins 

accessible for the antibody detection. The proteins embedded into the gel are 

transferred to the membrane maintaining the organization that they have within the 

gel. Protein transfer was carried out at 25 V and 2.5 A for 7 minutes (for proteins with 

low molecular weight). After blotting, the membrane was incubated for 1 hour in the 

blocking solution (non-fat dry milk 2%, tween 0.05% in PBS) at room temperature and 

then overnight in slow agitation at 4°C in a blocking solution with the specific primary 

antibody. The following day, the membrane was washed three times with a solution of 

T-PBS and then incubated with the horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated 

secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature and finally washed again for three 

times with T-PBS. In the chemiluminescence reaction, HRP catalyzes the oxidation of 

luminol into a reagent which emits light when it decays. Since the HRP is complexed 

with the secondary antibody specific for the protein of interest on the membrane, 

amount and location of the emission light are directly correlated with those of the 

protein of interest. Chemiluminescent protein revelation was carried out with ECL 

Western Blotting reagents (Biorad) at the Amersham Imager 600. Exposure was 

repeated varying the time as needed for the optimal detection. 

The antibodies used for protein detection are summarized in table.  

 

RNA manipulation 

Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells, grown as monolayer, using RNeasy Mini 

Kit (Qiagen). RNA concentration and quality of the samples were determined by 

measuring the UV absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm on Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo 

Scientific), and 500 ng of total RNA were reverse transcribed to cDNA using 

QuantiTect cDNA reverse transcription kit (Qiagen), according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

Moreover, total RNA, including small RNA, was extracted using miRNeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen), quantified, and 10 ng were reverse transcribed using Taqman MicroRNA 

Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) for miRNA analysis, according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. 
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Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction 

qRT-PCR is a method by which the amount of the PCR product can be determined in 

real-time and is useful for investigating gene expression using a fluorescent reporter 

whose signal strength is directly proportional to the number of amplified DNA 

molecules. qRT-PCR was done the CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System 

(Biorad), employing Taqman gene/miRNA assays (Applied Biosystems). 

The probes used in the first part of the work are: Albumin (Hs00609411_m1), HNF4α 

(Hs00230853_m1), Txn2 (Hs00429399_g1), PLIN2 (Hs00605340_m1 and 

Mm00475794_m1), ACLY (Hs00982738_m1), GDF15 (Hs00171132_m1), SLC34A2 

(Hs00197519_m1), NRF2 (Hs00975961_g1), NQO1 (Hs01045993_g1), TBP 

(Hs00427620_m1), ACTB (Mm02619580_g1) for mRNA analysis. For miRNA assay, 

the probes used is endogenous controls RNU48 (ID:001006). The relative quantity 

was determined using ΔΔCt, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Applied 

Biosystems). 

 

Confocal analysis  

Cell lines are plated at a concentration of 10,000 cells per well, in a Nunc™ Lab-Tek™ 

Chamber Slide System (ThermoFisher). Once the cells have been plated and NAFLD 

has been induced, they can be labeled with different fluorescent probes: for example, 

the CellRox probe emits green fluorescence with excitation/emission maxima of 

485/520nm and is used to the measurement of cytoplasmic and nuclear ROS 

production, with an incubation lasting 30 minutes. Another probe for oxidative stress 

detection is MitoSox, which emits red fluorescence with 488/510 nm and is used to 

the measurement of mitochondrial ROS production. 

To evaluate the accumulation of intracellular lipids, the cells are marked for 15 minutes 

with the BODIPY493/503 nm probe, a lipophilic dye capable of penetrating the cell, 

binding to the lipid accumulations and emitting fluorescence. 

Once the incubation with the probes has been completed and the medium has been 

aspirated, the cells are fixed using a 4% formaldehyde solution for 10 minutes. 

Subsequently, the formaldehyde is aspirated, and three washes are performed in 

PBS. To stain the nuclei, the cells are then incubated for 10 minutes with the 

DAPI358/461 nm dye (diluted 1:1000 in PBS) and subsequently washed an additional 3 

times in PBS. Finally, each well is viewed under a confocal microscope. 
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ROS detection 

To evaluate intracellular ROS production, cells are initially plated at a concentration 

of 70,000 cells, per well, in 12-well culture dishes. Once NAFLD has been induced, 

the cells can be incubated with CellRox probe for 30 minutes. 

Subsequently, the cells are lysed in RIPA Buffer, using scrapers and the fluorescence 

is evaluated using the Synergy H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode Reader (Biotek) plate reader. 

Normalization of the obtained data can be performed on protein content or cell count, 

depending on the cell line and media. 

 

Flow cytometric analysis 

Cell lines are plated at a concentration of 70,000 cells, per well, in a 12-well culture 

dishes and incubated with different fluorescent probes (CellRox and BODIPY493/503). 

Once the incubation time with the probe has concluded, the cells are incubated for a 

few minutes in 500 μL of Trypsin. Subsequently, 1 mL of medium is added, and the 

cells are resuspended to facilitate their detachment from the well. The total volume is 

then transferred into specific tubes for the flow cytometer, which will then be 

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1200 rpm. Subsequently, the supernatant is discarded 

while the pellet is resuspended in 400 μL of a solution composed of PBS+1% FBS. 

Once this procedure is completed, the samples are analysed by flow cytometry. 

 

In silico analysis for Trx2 expression 

Transcriptomic raw data are available at the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information GEO repository (accession number GSE163211). Gene expression data 

were analyzed using R. The statistical test performed is Wilcox test, p < 0.05. 

Statistical significance was defined as: p<0.05. 

library(ggplot2) 
library(ggpubr) 
library(readxl)    
Table<-read_xlsx(path="Cartel1.xlsx", col_names = T)    
Table<-as.data.frame(Table[ , colnames(Table)!="...4"])    
head(Table, n=3)    
 
Table$Age<-gsub("age: ","",Table$Age)    
Table$Age <- as.numeric(Table$Age)  
Table$Sex<-gsub("Sex: ","",Table$Sex) 
Table$Stage<-gsub("nafld stage: ","",Table$Stage) 
Table_FM <- Table[Table$Sex=="Female",]   
 
colnames(Table_FM)<-gsub(" ","_",colnames(Table_FM)) 
Table_FM$TXN2_value<-as.numeric(Table_FM$TXN2_value) 
Table_FM$Stage <- factor(Table_FM$Stage, levels = 
c("Normal","Steatosis","NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4")) 
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# plotting 
ggplot(aes(x=Stage, y=TXN2_value, fill=Sex), data=Table_FM)  
  geom_boxplot() + 
  theme_classic() + 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=20, size=9, hjust=1, vjust=1) ) + 
  labs(fill="", y= "TXN2 expression", x="") 
ggsave(file="All stage_all female.png", dpi=300, width = 5, height = 4) 
 
## statistical analysis 
Table_FM_2<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("Normal","Steatosis") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_2, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.7657 
Table_FM_3<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F0") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_3, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.006299 
Table_FM_4<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_4, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 4.29e-05 
Table_FM_5<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("Steatosis","NASH_F0") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_5, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.004775 
Table_FM_6<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("Steatosis","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_6, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 3.028e-05 
Table_FM_7<-Table_FM[Table_FM$Stage %in% c("NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_7, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.07811 

 
######################################################################## 
library(ggplot2) 
library(readxl)    
Table<-read_xlsx(path="Cartel1.xlsx", col_names = T)    
Table<-as.data.frame(Table[ , colnames(Table)!="...4"])    
head(Table, n=3)    
 
Table$Age<-gsub("age: ","",Table$Age)    
Table$Age <- as.numeric(Table$Age) # coercizzo in numerico 
Table$Sex<-gsub("Sex: ","",Table$Sex) 
Table$Stage<-gsub("nafld stage: ","",Table$Stage) 
 
Table_FM <- Table[Table$Sex=="Female",]  
Table_F_OLDER <- Table_FM %>% filter(Age >= 50) 
colnames(Table_F_OLDER)<-gsub(" ","_",colnames(Table_F_OLDER)) 
Table_F_OLDER$TXN2_value<-as.numeric(Table_F_OLDER$TXN2_value) 
Table_F_OLDER$Stage <- factor(Table_F_OLDER$Stage, levels = c("Normal", 
"Steatosis","NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4")) 
 
# plotting 
ggplot(aes(x=Stage, y=TXN2_value, fill=Sex), data=Table_F_OLDER)  
  geom_boxplot() + 
  theme_classic() + 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=20, size=9, hjust=1, vjust=1) ) + 
  labs(fill="", y= "TXN2 expression", x="") 
ggsave(file="All stage_OLDER female.png", dpi=300, width = 5, height = 4) 
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## statistical analysis 
Table_FM_2<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("Normal","Steatosis") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_2, paired=F ) # Mann W 
# p-value = 0.3861 
Table_FM_3<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F0") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_3, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.02047 
Table_FM_4<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_4, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 2.149e-05 
Table_FM_5<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("Steatosis","NASH_F0") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_5, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.2709 
Table_FM_6<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("Steatosis","NASH_F1_F4") 
, ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_6, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.002898 
Table_FM_7<-Table_F_OLDER[Table_F_OLDER$Stage %in% c("NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4") , 
] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_7, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.03789 

 
########################################################################## 
Table_FM <- Table[Table$Sex=="Female",]   
Table_F_YOUNGER <- Table_FM %>% filter(Age <= 50) 
colnames(Table_F_YOUNGER)<-gsub(" ","_",colnames(Table_F_YOUNGER)) 
 
Table_F_YOUNGER$TXN2_value<-as.numeric(Table_F_YOUNGER$TXN2_value) 
Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage <- factor(Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage, levels = c("Normal", 
"Steatosis","NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4")) 
 
# plotting 
ggplot(aes(x=Stage, y=TXN2_value, fill=Sex), data=Table_F_YOUNGER)  
  geom_boxplot() + 
  theme_classic() + 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=20, size=9, hjust=1, vjust=1) ) + 
  labs(fill="", y= "TXN2 expression", x="") 
ggsave(file="All stage_YOUNGER female.png", dpi=300, width = 5, height = 4) 
 
## statistical analysis 
Table_FM_2<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% c("Normal","Steatosis") 
, ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_2, paired=F ) # Mann W 
# p-value = 0.5028 
Table_FM_3<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F0") , 
] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_3, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.05077 
Table_FM_4<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% c("Normal","NASH_F1_F4") 
, ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_4, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.007545 
Table_FM_5<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% c("Steatosis","NASH_F0") 
, ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_5, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.004675 
Table_FM_6<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% 
c("Steatosis","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
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wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_6, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.000526 
Table_FM_7<-Table_F_YOUNGER[Table_F_YOUNGER$Stage %in% 
c("NASH_F0","NASH_F1_F4") , ] 
wilcox.test(TXN2_value ~ Stage , Table_FM_7, paired=F ) # Mann W 
#p-value = 0.4082 

 

Statistical analysis 

All experiments were conducted at least 3 times independently Statistical analysis of 

the data was performed using GraphPad Prism Software. Unless stated otherwise, 

comparisons between 2 groups were made using the two-tailed, unpaired Student’s 

t-test. Comparisons between multiple groups were made using one-way or two-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Bonferroni and Dunnett post-testing analysis with a 

confidence interval of 95% was used for individual comparisons as reported in figure 

legends. Statistical significance was defined as: * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; 

****p<0.0001; when differences were not statistically significant, or the comparison 

not biologically relevant, either no indications were reported in the figures or indicated 

with ns.  
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RESULTS 

 

Phenotypic and functional characterization of HLCs derived from hESC 

Male WA01 and female WA09 hESC were differentiated into HLCs using a previously 

published protocol [249]. The success of the differentiation process was controlled by 

monitoring mRNA and protein levels of an established hepatic markers. 

In addition to the acquisition of a classic cobblestone-like hepatic morphology (Figure 

9), HLCs derived from both hESC cell lines showed an increase of both protein and 

mRNA levels of the hepatic markers Albumin and Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor-4-alpha 

(HNF4α) (Figure 10A,B). Moreover, we also observed a higher protein level of E-

Cadherin (E-Cad), an important molecule responsible for the assembly and 

functionality of adherent junctions, which is typical of differentiated hepatocyte 

(Figure 10B). This approach allowed us to recapitulate an interesting differentiation 

protocol using sex-matched hESC and thus generating a highly reproducible and 

functional hepatocyte model, useful to study hepatic disease in a sex-relevant setting. 

 

 

Figure 10. Phenotypic and functional characterization of HLCs derived from hESC. (A) 

HLCs derived from male WA01 and female WA09 hESC were subjected to qRT-PCR analysis. 

Relative expression is shown using the hESC as comparator. Data represent means ± SEM. 

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Each dot represents a biological replicate. (B) Total protein 

lysates from male WA01 and female WA09 hESC and HLCs were subjected to western blot 

analysis with the antibody indicated. The Histone H3 is used as protein loading control 

normalizer. 
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Steatosis was induced in HLCs and immortalized cells by treatment with sodium L-

lactate, sodium pyruvate, and octanoic acid 

To mimic an in vitro model of steatosis, in addition to HLCs, we used two other 

immortalized liver cell lines that have been extensively used to study NAFLD initiation 

and progression: AML12, hepatocytes isolated from a normal murine liver [250], and 

HepG2, a cell line that was erroneously identified as hepatocellular carcinoma rather 

than hepatoblastoma [208].  

The steatotic phenotype (also known as NAFL-induced phenotype) was induced by 

treating each cell model used (HLCs, AML12 or HepG2) with a cocktail of compounds 

composed of sodium L-lactate (L), sodium pyruvate (P), and octanoic acid (O), 

hereafter referred as LPO, for 48 hours (Figure 11A) [251]. Following LPO treatment, 

HLCs subjected to NAFL significantly reduced mRNA (Figure 11B) and protein 

(Figure 11C) expression of the aforementioned established hepatic markers, a sign 

of a clear dysfunction of the hepatocytes. 

Steatosis consists in the intracellular accumulation of lipids within the cytoplasm of 

the hepatocyte, in the form of lipid droplets (LDs), dynamic and multifunctional 

organelles involved in energy metabolism, signaling, and inflammatory mediator 

production [252]. To determine whether steatosis was induced in HLCs and 

immortalized cells following LPO treatment, we performed confocal and FACS 

analyses using the fluorescent neutral lipid dye BODIPY493/503 which is retained in 

LDs. Confocal analysis and subsequent quantification showed that steatotic WA01 

and WA09 are significantly enriched in LDs content (Figure 11D). Moreover, also in 

AML12 and HepG2 cell lines, LPO treatment significantly increased LDs, as observed 

by confocal and FACS analyses, when compared to untreated conditions (Figure 

11E). In parallel, LPO-exposed WA01, WA09, AML12 and HepG2 cells express higher 

mRNA levels of the members of the Perilipin (PLIN) family proteins, namely PLIN2 

(Figure 11F), whose expression correlates with LDs content in hepatocytes of HFD-

fed mice [253]. 

Since oxidative stress contributes to the NAFLD progression, we analyzed reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) production in healthy and LPO-induced cells. Indeed, 

mitochondrial and cytoplasmatic ROS levels, detected by MitoSOX and CellRox 

fluorescent probe, respectively, were increased in steatotic HLCs with respect to 

healthy HLCs (Figure 11G). Moreover, evaluation of oxidative stress in AML12 and 

HepG2 cell lines upon LPO administration showed enhanced CellRox levels, either 

detected by confocal or fluorometric analyses (Figure 11H,I).  
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Altogether these data showed that steatotic hepatic model based on LPO induction in 

HLCs, AML12 and HepG2 cells is a robust approach that can be used for studying 

NAFLD disease.   

 

Figure 11. Steatosis was induced in HLCs and immortalized cells by treatment with 
sodium L-lactate, sodium pyruvate, and octanoic acid. (A) Schematic representation of 
NAFL induction in hepatic cell models: treatment with 10 mM sodium L-lactate (L), 1 mM 
sodium pyruvate (P), and 2 mM octanoic acid (O) (LPO) for 48 hours. (B-C) HLCs and LPO-
exposed WA01 and WA09 cells were subjected to qRT-PCR (B) and western blotting (C) 
analyses using the assays described in the figure. Data represent means ± SEM. Student’s t 
test *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Each dot represents a biological replicate. (D-E) Basal 
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and LPO-exposed (D) WA01, WA09, (E) AML12 and HepG2 cells were subjected to confocal 
and FACS analyses. Representative pictures of BODIPY493/503 stained cells are shown 
(orange/yellow: LDs; blue: DAPI, nuclei). Quantification of BODIPY spots/cell was reported. 
Scale bar, 10 µm. The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the populations positive for 
BODIPY493/503 recovered by FACS analysis was reported. (F) Basal and LPO-exposed WA01, 
WA09, AML12 and HepG2 cells were subjected to qRT-PCR analysis. Data represent means 
± SEM. Student’s t test *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Each dot represents a biological 
replicate. (G) Basal and LPO-exposed WA01, WA09 cells were subjected to confocal analysis. 
Representative pictures of MitoSOX and CellRox stained cells are shown (Red: MitoSOX; 
Green: CellRox; blue: DAPI, nuclei). (H-I) AML12 and HepG2 cells were treated with LPO for 
48 hours and subjected to confocal and fluorescent analyses. (H) Representative pictures of 
CellRox stained cells are shown (Green: CellRox; blue: DAPI, nuclei). Quantification of 
CellRox was reported. Scale bar, 10 µm. (I) ROS levels were measured using the fluorescent 
probe CellRox in AML12 and HepG2 cells treated with LPO. Untreated cells were used as 
comparator. Data represent means ± SEM. Student’s t test *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001. Each dot 
represents a biological replicate.  

 
 
 

Estrogens reduce LDs accumulation and oxidative stress in steatotic cells 

The lower incidence of NAFLD in pre-menopausal women when compared to post-

menopausal and men prompted us to postulate that sex hormones, i.e., estrogens, 

could have a protective role in disease onset and/or progression.   

Initially, we evaluated whether 17β-estradiol (E2), the major female sex hormone, 

could induce E2-dependent transcriptional changes in LPO-treated cells. Indeed, 

treatment with 1 nM E2 for 48 hours increased mRNA expression of estrogen-related 

liver-specific genes [254], such as growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) and solute 

carrier family 34 member 2 (SLC34A2), in both steatotic HLCs derived from male 

WA01 and female WA09 cells (Figure 12A). Moreover, 50 nM E2 administration 

induced estrogen-receptor α (ERα) activity, detected by luciferase reporter assay 

using luciferase reporter plasmid ERE-Luc in LPO-treated AML12 and HepG2 cells 

(Figure 12B). This E2-induced transcriptional program is mediated by the estrogen 

receptor alpha (ERα), which is expressed in both untreated and LPO-induced 

hepatocytes, as determined by western blot analysis (Figure 12C). 

E2 administration abrogated the LDs accumulation induced by LPO (Figure 12D) and 

concomitantly reduced the ROS levels in both WA01 and WA09-derived HLCs 

(Figure 12E). Moreover, the higher levels of ROS induced by LPO administration in 

AML12 and HepG2 cells is impaired following treatment with E2, as demonstrated by 

CellRox measurement (Figure 12F,G). 

These results suggest that the “gender-relevant phenotype” is influenced by the 

presence of estrogens rather than by the genetic background of the HLCs, since both 

WA01 and WA09 cells showed a comparable response to E2. Importantly, these 

results confirmed the potential protective role of estrogens in counteracting NAFLD 

progression.  
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Figure 12. Estrogens reduce LDs accumulation and oxidative stress in steatotic cells. 

(A) LPO-treated WA01, WA09 cells were cultured with or without 1 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) 

for 48 hours and subjected to qRT-PCR using the assays described in the figure. Data 

represent means ± SEM. Student’s t test *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Each dot 

represents a biological replicate. (B) LPO-treated AML12, HepG2 were cultured with or without 

50 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours and subjected to ERE-luciferase reporter assay. Data 

represent means ± SEM. Student’s t test *p < 0.05; Each dot represents a biological replicate. 

(C) HLCs and LPO-exposed WA01 and WA09 cells were subjected to western blot analysis 

with the antibody indicated. ER+ MCF7 breast cancer cell line is used as positive control 

(CTR+) for estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) expression. The Histone H3 is used as protein 

loading control normalizer. (D) LPO-treated WA01, WA09 cells were cultured with or without 1 

nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours and subjected to confocal analysis. Representative 

pictures of BODIPY493/503 stained cells are shown (orange/yellow: LDs; blue: DAPI, nuclei). 

Quantification of BODIPY spots/cell was reported. Scale bar, 10 µm. (E) LPO-treated WA01, 

WA09 cells were cultured with or without 1 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours and subjected 

to confocal analysis. Representative pictures of MitoSOX stained cells are shown (red: 

MitoSOX; blue: DAPI, nuclei). Scale bar, 10 µm. (F) LPO-treated AML12 cells were cultured 

with or without 50 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours and subjected to confocal analysis. 

Representative pictures of CellRox stained cells are shown (Green: CellRox; blue: DAPI, 

nuclei). Quantification of CellRox intensity was reported. Scale bar, 10 µm. (G) Intracellular 

ROS levels were measured CellRox staining in LPO-treated HepG2 cells cultured with or 

without 50 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours. Each dot represents a biological replicate. 

Data represent means ± SEMs. Student’s t test **p < 0.01. 
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Trx2 inhibition reverts estrogen-mediated ROS buffering 

To investigate how E2 can modulate the LPO-induced steatotic phenotype in in vitro 

models, we explored the potential involvement of antioxidant systems that have been 

reported to be under estrogen control.  

First, we postulated that nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2 (NRF2), whose 

activation is significantly higher in females than in males and is regulated by sex 

hormones, could be the cause of the antioxidant effects of E2 [255]. Unfortunately, we 

did not observe a modulation of NRF2 and NRF2-dependent gene (i.e., NQO1) mRNA 

levels, whose activation is an indicator of nuclear translocation and transcriptional 

activity of NRF2, in LPO-treated WA01 and WA09 cells in the presence of E2 (Figure 

13A). 

Therefore, we investigated a different antioxidant mechanism that is known to be 

regulated by estrogens. Based on this, we hypothesized that thioredoxin-2 (Trx2), 

which is part of the mitochondrial thioredoxin system and is known to be affected by 

E2 [256], could mediate the ROS buffering effects. In line with this hypothesis, 

treatment with E2 determined an increase in Trx2 mRNA and protein levels when 

compared to untreated condition in LPO-induced steatotic WA01 and WA09 HLCs 

(Figure 13B).  

To further confirm that the anti-NAFLD effect exerted by E2 could be in part mediated 

by Trx2 system, we used auranofin, a drug approved for the treatment of rheumatoid 

arthritis that has been reported to impair Trx2 antioxidant system [257]. Pretreatment 

of steatotic WA01, WA09, AML12 and HepG2 cells with auranofin prior to E2 

administration, reverted the antioxidant effect previously reported for E2, as 

determined by the increase of mitochondrial and cytoplasmic ROS levels (Figure 

13C,D).  

It should be noted, however, that the administration of auranofin into LPO-exposed 

cells is nonetheless an oxidative stress for the cells, suggesting that auranofin could 

have a pro-oxidant effect either by acting directly on the Trx2 system or by affecting 

other redox control mechanisms. 

These data demonstrate that E2 have an antioxidant capacity and could therefore 

interfere with NAFLD progression through the activation of the Trx2 antioxidant 

mechanism, a phenomenon reversed by the addition of auranofin. 
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Figure 13. Trx2 inhibition reverts estrogen-mediated ROS buffering. (A) LPO-treated 
WA01, WA09 cells were cultured with or without 1 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours and 
subjected to qRT-PCR using the assays described in the figure. Data represent means ± SEM. 
Student’s t test, non-significant (ns). Each dot represents a biological replicate. (B) LPO-
treated WA01, WA09 cells were cultured with or without 1 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) for 48 hours 
and subjected to qRT-PCR and western blotting analysis using the assays described in the 
figure. Data represent means ± SEM. (C) LPO-treated WA01, WA09 cells were cultured with 
or without 1 nM of 17β-estradiol (E2) and 500 nM of auranofin (AU) and in combo condition 
for 48 hours and subjected to confocal analysis. Representative pictures of MitoSOX stained 
cells are shown (Red: MitoSOX; blue: DAPI, nuclei). (D) Intracellular ROS levels were 
measured with CellRox probe in LPO-treated AML12 and HepG2 cells cultured with 50 nM of 
17β-estradiol (E2) and 250 nM of auranofin (AU) and in combo condition for 48 hours. Each 
dot represents a biological replicate. Data represent means ± SEMs. Student’s t test *p < 0.05. 
(E) Schematic representation of the mitochondrial Trx2 antioxidant mechanism activated by 
estrogen and inhibited by auranofin. 
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Trx2 expression profile in a cohort of NAFLD patients 

Finally, to investigate the clinical relevance of our findings, we evaluated whether Trx2 

expression correlates with different stage of NAFLD progression and could be 

associated with NAFLD emergence. Using a transcriptomic approach (GSE163211), 

Subudhi S. et al. have profiled 795 genes potentially involved in NAFLD 

initiation/progression in the liver tissues derived from 318 patients (243 females and 

75 males), which were categorized into 4 distinct phenotypes: normal liver histology 

(Normal), steatosis only (Steatosis), non-alcoholic steatohepatitis without fibrosis 

(NASH_F0), and NASH with fibrosis stage 1-4 (NASH_F1_F4) [258]. 

Among the genes analyzed, we extrapolated the expression levels of the TXN2 mRNA 

(another alias gene name for the Trx2 protein) of the 318 liver samples. Taking into 

consideration only the female branch of the cohort, we subdivided the liver specimens 

into two groups younger<50 and older≥50, considering 50 years old as the threshold 

for discriminating the pre to post menopause passage. The GSE163211 dataset was 

analyzed with GEO2R and R-program observing that the expression of TXN2 

decreases with the progression of the pathology from normal to NASH_F1_F4. Due 

to the fact that ROS formation is a critical mechanism in the pathology's progression, 

it is likely that the absence of estrogens levels and the ensuing E2-dependent ROS 

scavenging processes explain why this decline is more pronounced in the older 

female group (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. TXN2 mRNA expression levels in liver specimens derived from either normal 

or NAFLD-bearing patients. Gene expression of TXN2 analyzed with GEO2R and R-

program in a cohort of normal or NAFLD-bearing patients (GSE163211) divided by age. Wilcox 

test, p < 0.05 
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DISCUSSION 

 

NAFLD is a global health problem that is associated with the presence of additional 

comorbidities including obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular and renal disease. Since 

both genetic and environmental factors contribute to the progression of NAFLD, it is 

difficult to study the molecular mechanisms underlying the disease and, consequently, 

to find effective therapeutic approaches. A further aspect complicating the study of 

NAFLD is the lack of in vitro and in vivo experimental models capable of recapitulating 

the complexity of the liver tissue. Currently, in vivo murine models serve as the primary 

research tool for NAFLD because they have demonstrated a higher likelihood of 

extrapolating findings from studies on the disease's pathophysiology to humans and 

a more accurate assessment of possible therapeutic targets [259]. A popular in vivo 

model reported in the literature involves feeding C57BL/6 mice two distinct diets: a 

high-fat (HFD) diet and a ketogenic (KD) diet. This promotes the development of 

hepatic steatosis, which can lead to fibrosis [260]. 

Currently, in vitro models also represent a suitable alternative for the study of NAFLD, 

due to the creation of increasingly sophisticated models capable of recapitulating the 

various distinctive features of the disease. In recent years, the main in vitro models 

for studying NAFLD have mainly used hESC or hiPSC capable of differentiating into 

the desired cell type with a phenotype similar to the primary cell lines. An example of 

this strategy is the in vitro model used in this thesis, which gives HLCs obtained from 

male WA01 and female WA09 hESC a cocktail of compounds consisting of LPO. LPO 

cocktail generates hepatic steatosis, reduces mitochondrial function and increases 

ROS in HLCs, without compromising cell viability. A further steatotic model used in 

this thesis is based on the induction of two immortalized liver cell lines called HepG2, 

hepatocarcinoma cells, and AML12, murine liver cells. We observed the same 

outcomes on HLCs after treating these cells with LPO, improving a preclinical model 

for studying NAFLD and proposing new in vitro models for studying this clinical 

condition. 

Although such in vitro cell models show promising results, it is not easy to find optimal 

culture conditions for 2D monocultures, which are not able to mimic the complexity of 

the pathological of NAFLD in vivo where, in addition to hepatocytes, other cells of the 

liver tissue also play a key role. An improvement on this system is provided by 2D co-

cultures, which typically involve two or more cell types and are therefore able to 

represent liver tissue more faithfully. A multidisciplinary approach to in vitro models is 

the development of much more complex solutions than conventional 2D cultures, like 

three-dimensional (3D) models and liver-on-a-chip platforms [259]. An example is the 
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3D spheroid model of PHH, whose exposure to free fatty acids (e.g. palmitate and 

oleate) and insulin induces lipid accumulation and insulin resistance over a period of 

about 21 days. The advantages of 3D systems of PHH are represented by the 

possibility to culture them for up to 3 weeks, allowing experiments with repeated 

exposure, although the development of such systems is still in the early stages of 

study [235]. Moreover, 3D models are a valuable tool because they better mimic the 

phenotype of the organ in vivo and advance our understanding of the disease by 

containing the different types of liver cells in a controlled microenvironment [259]. 

 

Oxidative stress is one of the determining factors in the development and progression 

of NAFLD. An impairment of the liver's ability to maintain redox balance causes a 

range of cellular damage, which underlies the pathogenetic mechanisms of many 

diseases, including NAFLD.  

The lower incidence of NAFLD in pre-menopausal women compared to men and post-

menopausal women suggests a possible protective role of estrogen. Besides its role 

in reproduction and sexual development, estrogen can influence the risk of developing 

liver diseases and more generally metabolic diseases [261]. In particular, estrogen 

reduces the susceptibility to steatosis development in liver cells of female mice fed an 

HFD subjected to ovariectomy [262]. Moreover, the deletion of ERα in western-type 

diet fed female and male mice reduced the ability of isolated hepatocytes to internalize 

high-density lipoprotein (HDL), although female mice displayed increased cholesterol 

and HDL serum levels, thus underlying an ERα-independent sex difference [263]. 

Studies show that estrogens regulate the activity of a series of enzymes involved in 

de novo synthesis and oxidation of fatty acids in the brain, hence affecting lipid 

metabolism [264]. Furthermore, it has been noted in the literature that the prevalence 

of metabolic syndrome rises with menopause, most likely as a secondary effect of the 

metabolic reprogramming from central fat redistribution induced by reduced levels of 

estrogen [265]. 

In addition, estrogen can reduce oxidative stress in certain contexts such as in the 

central nervous system (CNS): indeed, by inducing neurotoxicity in the CNS through 

ethanol treatment, observed an increase in oxidative stress that can be suppressed 

by estrogen administration. In the context of cardiovascular diseases, estrogen also 

plays a protective role; in fact, the onset of these diseases is much higher in men and 

post-menopausal women; specifically, E2 reduces ROS production and protects 

against oxidative stress by increasing the activation of antioxidant mechanisms, such 

as NRF2 pathway [266]. We verified that E2 administration lowers ROS levels linked 

to NAFLD induction in our experimental models, preventing or postponing the 
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disease's progression and adding more evidence to the theory that E2 regulates 

oxidative stress and lipid accumulation. However, estrogen do not always play a 

protective role against oxidative stress and their presence has been reported to the 

opposite effect leading to an increase in ROS levels. Indeed, in this regard, a study 

[267] conducted on ovarian adenocarcinoma cells showed that estrogen increase 

ROS levels, an effect reversed by the addition of the antioxidant N-acetyl-L-cysteine 

[268]. 

It might also be interesting to examine the role that estrogen-mediated metabolic 

reprogramming plays in the onset and progression of NAFLD, since this condition is 

thought to be a hepatic manifestation of the metabolic syndrome.  

Our studies show that estrogen possesses a protective effect against the NAFL-

associated manifestations induced by LPO administration, which appears to be 

mediated by the activation of the antioxidant mechanism of Trx2, a mitochondrial ROS 

scavenger. Importantly, the regulation of Trx2 by estrogens appears to be a key 

mechanism in the prevention of oxidative damage also in other pathological 

conditions: a study in brain-injured mice found that estrogen protects the mice by 

activating Trx2 and lowering ROS levels and mitochondrial damage [269, 270]. 

Furthermore, it has been reported that Trx2 gene expression in the uterus is regulated 

in vivo by sex hormones [256]. 

Finally, because sex has an undeniable impact on NAFLD incidence in humans, with 

a male bias in global incidence, and sex hormones have been shown to contribute to 

this bias, it should be noted that there are only a few sex-based comparison 

approaches available. Indeed, most studies conducted so far in the field of NAFLD 

and HCC have been performed in male animals whereas the female sex is still highly 

underrepresented. Moreover, sex is often confused with gender making even harder 

for researchers that want to study this clinically relevant area of research to gain useful 

information. Such approach is fundamental not only for the elucidation of mechanisms 

implicated in NAFLD pathogenesis, but also for understanding and improvement of 

existing and novel treatment strategies [271]. 

 

An important limitation of this thesis is the lack of an in vivo study validation. In 

particular, the evaluation of the effect of estrogens in male and female mice subjected 

to NAFLD initiation/progression protocol would be highly valuable. In such 

experimental approach, we could also exploit the interference with the Trx2 system, 

since auranofin has been already administered in vivo [272]. As a future plan, to better 

dissect the differences between men and women related to NAFLD incidence, we 

should use a NAFLD inducing protocol in male and female mice, in the presence or 
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absence of estrogens. Although this sounds particularly challenging, it could be 

achieved by treating OVX female mice with or without estrogen while feeding them 

on HFD. Similarly, we could expose HFD-fed male mice to estrogen administration. 

 

Taken together, although some of the findings should be recapitulated in more 

complex models, we have demonstrated an important estrogen-dependent redox 

homeostatic control which may be important for NAFLD initiation and progression 

(Figure 15, Graphical Abstract).  

 

 

Figure 15. Graphical abstract of the study. (1) Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) were 

differentiated into hepatocyte like cells (HLCs) using an 18-day differentiation protocol [249]; 

(2) HLCs and hepatic immortalized cell lines (AML12, HepG2) were then treated with sodium 

L-lactate (L), sodium pyruvate (P) and octanoic acid (O), a protocol of induction called LPO. 

LPO administration induces distinct steatotic traits, such as the accumulation of lipid droplets 

and an increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels. (3) Treatment with 17β-estradiol 

results in a reduction of the distinctive traits of NAFLD through the activation of the 

mitochondrial antioxidant mechanism of thioredoxin 2 (Trx2), which is inhibited by the 

administration of auranofin. 
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